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Full Stack Developer
Enthusiastic and goal-oriented professional with a sharp technical acumen, passion for software / web development,
over six years’ relevant experience, poised to leverage keen programming and coding expertise in a remote environment.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE


Familiar with the entire software development process from design and development to testing and deployment. Skilled
in translating UX concepts into code, developing new user features, and participating in code reviews. Proficient in
crafting code for various web functions, testing the functionality of web applications, and tweaking the code to perfection.



Deep understanding of REST APIs, authorization, and the tenants of horizontal scalability. Expertise in user story
estimation, documentation, and code reviews. Skillful in designing solutions architecture, developing code and
automated tests, creating deployment scripts, and managing database solutions.



Hands-on experience in website development, maintenance, migration, modifications, and plugin development.
Proficient in discussing requirements with clients, planning user experiences, updating knowledge of technology trends,
and integrating client’s feedback. Superior communication, interpersonal, organizational, and problem-solving skills



Instrumental in collaborating with designers, developers, clients, and other product stakeholders to enhance product
features, functionality, and reliability. Good team player with a ‘can do’ attitude and proven ability to propel projects and
teams to peak results while working with minimal supervision.

TECHNICAL PROFICIENCIES
Frameworks & libraries:
Languages:
Databases & Servers:
API Integrations & Other Technologies:

Laravel, Codeigniter, Wordpress, Bootstrap, ReactJS, jQuery
PHP, Java SE/EE, Python, JavaScript , HTML5, CSS/CSS3
MYSQL, MongoDB , Neo4j, Linux
Stripe, PayPal, Twilio, Git, cPanel, AJAX,deploy laravel apps

Professional Experience
Upwork | Sidewalk Solutions | NI43D
Freelance Full Stack Web Developer (2015 – Present)
Design, develop, and maintain websites, systems, and online applications using various programming languages and design
tools. Hold concurrent responsibility for discussing requirements with users, planning user experience, writing code, making
adjustments based on client feedback, and updating knowledge of technology trends.
Key Achievements:
 Managed multiple development projects simultaneously and consistently achieved 5-star ratings as well as
testimonials from clients by ensuring project completion within the constraints of time and scope.
 Developed an inventory management system by implementing development best practices and leveraging keen
programming expertise.
 Designed and developed responsive websites by gathering the information, creating sitemap, designing prototypes,
writing code, and testing functionality.
 Architected various systems with Stripe API integration, including payment forms creating system; unpaid bills
recovery system; customer analytical data visualization system.
 Built a home food delivery website as well as the system to track orders and designed multiple payment landing pages
with different options using Stripe API integration.
 Earned ESET acknowledgement by identifying three vulnerabilities in the website and playing an instrumental role in
minimizing websites’ downtime and improving functionality.

Education
Bachelor, Computer Science | Cairo University, Giza, Egypt (2020)

